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<Abstract> 

Today’s computer systems rather have a “big issue,” which is what is called the memory 

bottleneck, especially as their scale has been growing with nanotechnology year by year 

toward EXA-scale supercomputing for scientific calculations and deep learning in neural-
networking. In modern computers, there exists mostly “serial data transfer” between 

memories and not random data transfer. Between HDD/ Flash and DDRx-DRAM there is a 

page that is a group of bytes transferred as a single unit. Between DDRx-DRAM and 
caches, there is a cache line (line) that is a group of bytes transferred as a single unit.   

Even between a cache and a register file, the data transfer might be serial with cache 

lines. So, to drive existing computers faster with we introduce a new super memory 
“Marching Memory (MM).” The speed of MM is much faster than DRAM’s and even SRAM’s 

at lower power even though depending on applications. The feature of this is structurally 

speedup of accessing with high bandwidth and without delay. In case of MM, there is no 

addressing but it locates, without access protocols, an aimed memory location by data 

marching “column by column” within MM at a high speed.  Thinking of all sorts of 

memories in general purpose computers, caches L1, L2 and L3 are the most suitable 
ones to be replaced with MM because these caches are constructed of SRAM that is not 

faster than MM and the power consumption is larger than MM’s. Especially in 

supercomputers the vector register could be replaced with MM, and a computer for deep 
learning expects high bandwidth with MM. As a result, MM could contribute to speedup of 

many computers with lower power. 
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